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A study of retention of verbal material

Summary

Research in our laboratory under this grant hasbeen primarily concerned. with storage and retrievalfrom secondary memory. However, as we have becomeincreasingly convinced that a distinction betweenprimary and secondary memory is both necessary anddesirable, we have been led to investigate some ofthe characteristics of primary-memory. In the primary
memory research, we have-adopted the strategy of givingSs a list of words -followed by an interpolated task.The-data of interest are the recall for terminal itemsin the list. Using this procedure, we have demonstrated
negative recency in initial recall and provided evidencethat this effect is attributable to store-specific -in-terference in primary memory. We have also demonstra-ted that this effect is a necessary consequence .of. theprocedure rather than- the result- of a strategy on thepart of the -subject.

In our secondary memory research, we have reliedheavily on procedures-in-which Ss learn categorized
lists. We have been able to demonstrate that Ss learnhow to cluster over successive lists and that this ef-fect probably results from an increase in the post-itemlatency used as a criterion to exit a category and searchanother during recall. We have also been able to demon-strate that ability-to recall is correlated with amount.of clustering. The most important set of results come.from the experiments demonstrating that repeated-categoryinterference can be eliminated or minimized through theuse of subcategorization or adjectival modification.
These results -strongly suggest that-encoding in

theis on the basis of 'some sort of "tagging" of the .attri-butes of the items. Finally, in a study unrelated toour main line of'researdh,- we demonstrated that the
relationship between probability of recall and outputorder in recall-is curvilinear.

_

Or anizational note.

For the convenience of the reader, the introduction,method and results, and conclusion sections will be pre-sented separately for the primary memory and secondarymemory research. Further, since the research programconsists of a series of small studies, these will be presented, separately with background, method, results, andconclusion sections for each. Finally, let me note that
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the analysis of variance was the statistical tool used
throughout these experiments. In the interest of clarity,
no statistical analyses are presented and, unless other-
wise stated, all differences cited are reliable statis-
tically.

Elsjanaaal#1

Primary memory research

The-serial position curve in free recall is a root
phenomenon underlying many recent models of memory .(e.g.
Waugh & Norman, 1965; Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Norman
& Rumelhart, 1970). Removal of the recency portion of
the curve through the introduction of an interpolated
task (e.g., Postman & Phillips, 1965; Glanzer -& Cunitz,
.1966) remains the most convincing demonstration that there
are (at least) two processes .in memory and manipulation
of the.primacy-- effect (e.g., Bruce & Papayi 1970) pro-
vides suggestive evidence favoring the hypothesis that
one of these processes has a limited .capacity. Recently,
the demonstration that the final free recall of a serieJ
of lists -- initially- recalled immediately-produces a
clear negative recency effect (e.g., Craik, 1970) also
provides strong support'for two - process models. The
initial recall'ShowS the usual (positive) recency efffect--
a systematic increase in probability of recall for terminalto-be-remembered (TER) items with the last TBR item show-
ing the greatest increase. The subsequent negative re-
cency (a systematic decrease in probability. of recall for
terminal TBR items)- suggests strongly that the processing
of TBR-items in secondary memory is interrupted by the
initial recall or, as Suggedted by the most recent-evi-
dence .(Jacoby & Bartz, .1972),as the :result of a de lib-
erate .strategy on -the-part of the subject.

While the variation in the..serial position curve
observed under different conditions of free recall has
provided substantial support for,two-process models of
memory,.there is-one.clear _- prediction which,' somewhat
surprisingly, has not yet been confirMed in the litera-
ture. $pecifically,- one ought to be to produce
rather substantial negative recency effects in initial
recall-following an interpolated task.. TheTrediction
may be outlined as follows: Two-process theories typi-
cally-assume that primary:memory is ajimited-.caPacity
system. Each iteM:isautomatioallyenteredjntothis
system-Upon.its perdeptiOn.- Entry into secondary memory
is not -automatic butinvolves_prOcessinTof items in pri-
mary memory. -- This -prOces-Sing,takes time so that,other-
things. being equal,'thp-ampuntor degree of..processing
depends upon.hOWlong an item remainal.in primary-memorv.
With those-basic assumptions in,mindi note that
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immediately after the presentation of the final itemthe list, the last few items in the list will not, onaverage, have been in primary memory as long as Otheritems in the list. The last item will have spent theledIst time in primary memory, the next-last the next-least time--and so on back-for several items. There-fore, if the processing of items is terminated at thatpoint in time, one would have to predict a negative re-cency effect in recall from secondary memory. The mostobvious way to achieve this predicted effect is to intro-duce a task following list presentation which preventsadditional processing of list items. There are two alter-native views regarding the necessary characteristics ofa task to accomplish this purpose. Most theorists (e.g.,Waugh & Norman, 1965; Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968) assumethat processing is active and Would argue that the taskmustprevent rehearsal. At alternative view would bethat proceSsing is passive (and parallel) and that, there-fore, the task must produce very rapid--preferably 1.-',m-
mediate-.-replacement of the items in primary memory.

It should be clear that a negative recency effectwould be predicted given a sufficiently rapid and/ordifficult. interpolated task.. In fact-, although inter -polated tasks covering a fair range of rate and diffi-culty have been used, there exists no convincing demon-stration of negatiVe recency during initial recall fol-lowing an interpolated task. Most studies using. aninterpolated task show no .suggestion of such an effect(Postman & Phillips, 1965; Glanzer & Cunitz.1.- 1966; Ray-mond, 1969; Bruce & 'Crowley 1970); There are some pub-lished data which show a reduction in recall restrictedto the .last position (Glanzer, Gianutsos, & -Dubin, 1969)but negative recency should increase -systematically overterminal positions, reaching-a maximum -on the last posi-tion.' Thus far a systematic negative recency effectextending over several terminal positions.has-been-deMOn-
strated only.in'the final free recall -paradigm (Craiki1970; Craik,. Gardiner, & Watkins, 1970; Rundus, Loftus,& Atkinson, 1970; Madigan-& McCabe, 1971; McCabe & Madi-gan, 1971; barley & Murdock, 1971; Jacoby & Bartz, 1972).Finally, it must be noted that there are a large numberof free- recall. experiments using a filled - delay' procedurewhichpxesent no serial.position.curves- and-whose outcome
regardirig:.0isiphenomenonof interest hereis therefore'
unknown, .These experiments are, of necessityl-ignered.
in this discussion.
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Experiment I: Demonstration of negative recen_cy
in initial redaIr

Introduction and methodOut interest in the charac-teristics of primary memorybegan with the serendipitousproduction of negative recency in initial recall. Inthat study, twenty-five subjects each received a uniqueset of ten lists of high- frequency words. Free recall ofeach list followed a 30-second filled delay. The inter-polated task was shadowing single digits presented orallyat the rate. of two each second. The list items were alsopresented orally at the rate of one every 2.5 seconds.The results are shown in Figure 1.

Results and discussion--his can be seen, there is aclear73076TIEbleop .001)-negativerecency.effect.Our immediate reaction was that our interpolated taskwas-faster, and probably more difficult, than the inter-polated tasks in previous experiments- -and that eitherthe rate or the difficulty of the task produced thenegative recency effect in these data. However, sinceall subjects were treated identically on all lists, itis also.POssible that the results- reflect an encodingstrategy that subjects use when faced with this partic-ular interpolated task.

Experiment II:
differentia

ative recency out
encoding.

Introduction. and method--The next study, then, hadtwo purposes. First, the experiment was designed to pre-vent differential encoding of list items. That was accomplished by using several conditions with the-recall con-dition designated following presentation of each list.Second, the study as designed to demonstrate that, whenthe possibility for differential. encoding is eliminated,
differences between- recall following out shadowing-task andrecall :following the-usual counting task will still occur.That is, both tasks shoUld reduce recall of terminal itemsbut only .Shadowing task should prOdude negative_recency.

Fifty subjects served in the second experiment. Thelists, the conditions of list presentation, and the shadow-ing task were the same as in the previous experiment. Inthis study, however, each subject recalled five lists undereach of the following three conditions: immediate recall,recall following shadowing for 30 seconds, or recall fol-lowing counting for 30 seconds. The counting task wascounting backwards by three's from an orally presented
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3 -digit number at a rate of one count per second. Follow-
ing presentation of each list, subjects were instructed to
either "recall," "count," or "shadow." The results of
this study are shown in Figure 2.

Results and discussion--As can be seen, the expected
differend6 betWeiETTEJW13bwing and counting conditions
was confirmed (p < .01). Shadowing produces a greater
decrement in recall of terminal items than does the count-ing procedure. What was not expected was that both inter-
polated tasks produced negative recency (p < .0577 As
noted earlier, other experiments using ,the same sort ofcounting interpolated task have not prdduced negative re-cency in initial recall. Obviously, the critical differ-
ence between those results and these data cannot be the
rate or difficulty of the interpolated task. Some other
factor must be involved.

Experiment Store-specific inter =erence
and negative recen

Introduction--At this point, the obvious difference
lotwegi7iFTig767147 and previous similar experiments wasin the mode of presentation as all other (critical) ex
periments had used visual presentation. It seemed likely
that, at the procedural level, there is an interaction
between the interpolated task and the mode of presenta-tion. At the -theoretical level, our hypothesis was that
the interpolated task was producing interference whichwas, to some degree, store-specific. The first predic-
tion, then, was that the counting procedure would produce
negative recency when presentation was auditory but notwhen presentation was visual. It occurred to us that weought to be able to reverse that large interference ef-fect by using an interpolated task with a large visual
component (e.g., copying series of numbers). That is,
we might be Able to produce negative recency-with visualbut not auditory presentation. We introduced a copying
interpolated task to test this second hypothesis.

Method--in this study, each of sixty-four subjects
received. a. set of thirty lists of high-frequency words.
Half the..lists were presented orally, and-half visually,at a rate of-one item every two seconds. Within eachmodality of presentation, each subject recalled fivelists under each of the following three conditions:
immediate recall,. recall-following counting- for 30 sec-
ands, or recall following copying for 30 seconds. The
counting task was the same as in the second experiment.The copying task was attempting.-to copy as many digits
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as possible from a slide containing. approximately 30 ran-dom digits presented' visually. and changed every two sec-onds. As before, subjects were instructed following pre-sentation of the list to either "recall," "count," or"copy." The results of this experiment are shown In thenext two figures.

Results and discussion- -Figure 3 shows the data forthe counting IREerOolated task. As expected, there is areliable negative recency effect when presentation is audi-tory. There is, however, no reliable negative--or positive--recency effect when visual presentation is used. The re-call of terminal positions with auditory presentation isreliably inferior to the comparable recall with visual pres-entation. That point is stressed because the usual find-inch in immediate recall is that, for terminal positions,auditory presentation is superior to visual presentation.Indeed, subjects had immediate recall'in this experimentand we found the usual superiority of auditory over visualpresentation in the recency portion of the curve. Thesedata are presented in Figure 4.

These data serve to emphasize that the counting pro-cedure.interferes more with the retention of material pre-sented orally than with the retention of-material pre-sented visually.

On the other hand, the data from the experiment didnot confirm the 'hypothesis that the interference effectwould -be reversed by using an-interpolated task with alarge visual compol.ent. Our analyses show that both.copy-ing conditions show positive recency and are essentially
indistinguishable ThUSFthe copying data are inconclu-sive--they- are-not inconsistent with, nor do they support,our notion that the interference generated by the inter-polated task has a.large store-specific component.

Conclusions

This short series of experiments is sufficient tomake the following statements: First, we have demonstra-ted negative recency in initial recall in three separateexperiments. That should be ample replication of the effect. Second, the negative recency effect we obtain isa necessary consequence of the procedure rather than theresult of a strategy on the part of the subject. On theother hand, there is considerable evidence that negativerecency in final free recall (e.g., Craik, 1970) is theresult of the strategy of the subject. Third, it is quite
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clear that other very similar experiments did not pro-
duce negative recency-because visual rather than audi-
tory presentation. was used. Fourth, these data add to
the evidence supporting the theoretical statement that
there are separate auditory and visual stores-in pri-
mary memory.

Secondary memory research

Background

Modern interest in organizational processes in
human long-term memory is usually dated from Bousfield's
(1953) description of clustering in free recall. Tulv-ing (1962) gave considerable impetus to this line of re-
search when he demonstrated and named the phenomenon
of subjective organization. During the decade since
Tulving' s' paper, there has been an extremely vigorous
experimental attack on the role of organization in mem-ory. Much of the research in this attack has used free
recall Since that procedure tends to maximize opportu-
nities for organization to occur. This approach has
been productive and it would be brash to attempt to
summarize, the literature in a few statements. However,
any summary of the information gleaned from these free
recall studies would include these important points

1. Subjects organize material presented to them for
recall. This organization is what Tulving (1968) has
termed secondary organization--i.e., it is based on
characteristics other than input order. What is most
interesting is that such organization occurs even when
S is dealing with what is presumed to be a list of un-
related words.

2. Organization of the material aids recall. Per-
haps the two most dramatic demonstrations of the effect-
iveness of organization have been the category-recall
relationship demonstrated with the Mandler procedure
(e.g., Mandler & Pearlstone, 1966) and the demonstra-
tion by Bower, Clark, Lesgold, & Winzenz (1969) of the
effectiveness of hierarchical retrieval schemes. Evi-
dence from our laboratory (Thompson, Hamlin, & Roenker,
1972) suggests that organization plays an important role
in aiding recall of categorized lists.

3. Organization increases with practice. Clearly,
the degree of organization could remain stable over
trials. However, since botETggree of organization



and number of words recalled increase with practice, some
investigators have hypothesized that increases in recall
over trials must be attributable to increases in rgani-
zation over trials.

4. Subjects learn how to organize. One of the most
important task coMponentsin-learning-to7learn may be..learn-
ing how to organize. :Learningto-organize has .been demon-
strated both casease of subjective organization -(e.g.
Mayhew, 1967) and clustering (Thompson & Roenker,. 1971) .

5. Retrieval from memory involves a search process.
Tulving succinctly distinguishes between items which are
available (i.e., intact in storage) in memory but are not
accessibIe--presumably because the cues necessary to locate
ER4-itens in storage are lacking (Tulving & Pearlstone,
1966). The notion of a search process in memory has been
incorporated into many theories of memory (e.g., Shiffrin,
1970) and there is now considerable evidence to support
that hypothesis

6. Storage in memory, and su- sequent memory search,
apparently involves encoding on the basis of attributes.
The evidence for this point of view has been steadily
accumulating and ranges from data on the "tip-of-the-
tongue" phenomenon (Brown & McNeil, 1966) to series of
experiments on proactive interference in short-term
(Wickens, 1970) and long-term (Thompson, 1972) memory.
The evidence even includes a modern subception experi-
ment (Wickens, Shearer, & Eggemeier, 1971). Much of
the relevant data is summarized in a paper by Under-
wood (1969).

The aim of most of our recent research has been, as
in the research outlined above, to clarify the role of
organization in retrieval of information from secondary
memory. We have taken the view that encoding of events
involves some sort of "tagging" of attributes and, for
that reason, we have made use of procedures (e.g., ad-
jectival modification of nouns, selection of category
exemplars) which would select or limit the attributes
used for "tagging" in memory. We have also made fre-
quent use of an interference paradigm since clarifica-
tion of the role of interference in retrieval from mem-
ory should also provide information about processes
involved in retrieval EtE se.

Most of our secondary memory experiments have used
categorized lists since sorting words into categories
is a very effective strategy for remembering a large
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number of words -(e.g., Handler, 1957). Further, repe-
tition of categories, but not specific exemplars, in
successive lists p::oduces substantial. proactive inter-
ference and, as noted -above, investigation-of:this'
phenomenon -should provide information about the-role
of organization-in retrieval from .secondary-memory.
Finally, it seems theoretically possible to manipulate
the -attributes--used for .through the selec-
tion:of"category exemplars. Forexample, the word
"horse" probably takes on a-different set of attributes
when it- is in thesubdategory of-wild animals rather
than in, the subcategory of domestic animals.

Thechoice of a paradigm using categorized word
lists to pursue out research-objectives-dictated-that-
alusteringmould be_ the-Major-Measure of-organiiati-on
in recall.-- Since previous measures bf olUstering-cah-
be shown to vary with characteristics of recall we
developed -a- clustering score which is invariant with
respect to factors Unrelated to relative amount of
clastering. In the adjusted:ratio of Clustering (ARC)
score (Roenkeru ThOmPson,--&.Brownu 1971):, chance
clustering is-set at zero and -perfect:clusteringat
one. The'ARC- score represents -the proportion of ac-
tual category repetitions. above.-..chance to-the:tOtal
possible category. .repetitions above.chance-for. any
given-recall prot0Col... -bout :a-dozen studies using
categorized word lists have-beencortipleted since the
development_of the AR measure and the results of
these. studies are summarized belOW.

General procedure

Since many of the methodological details are the
same in virtually all the secondary memory experiments,
those details are summarized here to avoid unnecessary
repetition.

When learning categorized lists,, Ss receive three
successive trials on each of two to four lists. In
repeated-category paradigms, some or all of the cate-
gories in the last list occur in previous lists. Ex-
cluding the last list, there are no repeated categories.
Whenever possible, within-S designs are used with each
S receiving all the experigental treatments.

As is customary, multiple lists are generated and
used so that the results are not list-specific. Simi-
lar precautions are taken so that the results are not
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category-specific. The categorized lists usually contain
four categories with twelve exemplars from each category.
The categories and category exemplars are taken from the
Battig & Montague (1969) norms with the normative frequency
of occurrence of the words matched as closely as possible
across categories both within and between lists. Non-
categorized lists are approximately the same length, and
are matched on the basis of the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) fre-
quency norms.

During the study portion of each trial, the words are
presented at a 2-sec. rate with a Kodak Carousel projector.
The order of presentation of the words is varied randomly
from trial to trial. During presentation of categorized
lists, S identifies the category membership of each word
by writing the category initial in an answer booklet.
This procedure assures that Ss ,(ttend to each word and
presumably also assures that Category membership is a
salient characteristic of each word.

Five primacy and ten recency buffers are used in the
non-categorized lists. In the categorized lists, the
final word in the list is followed by a 3-digit number.
The' Ss fill a 30-sec. interval between presentation and
recall by counting backwards by 3's from that number at
a 1-sec. rate. This task presumably eliminates the short-
term memory component in recall (Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966).

The Ss are instructed to write down the words in
recall in Whatever order the words occur to them. Two
minutes are usually allowed for the recall portion of the
trial. Each study and recall protocol is recorded on a
separate sheet in an answer booklet. There is a 30-sec.
interval between trials and a 3-min. interval between
lists.

Experiment I: The role of clustering
Tn free recall

Periodically, evidence has appeared in the literature
suggesting that degree of clustering in free recall and
amount recalled are not necessarily related (e.g., Puff,
1970). If the ability to cluster is not related to amount
recalled, then the impact of the rather large body of re-
search on clustering is considerably lessened. With this
in mind, our first experiment examined the clustering-re-
call relationship.
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Method--Sixty Ss were used in the experiment with
each S receiving thFee trials on each of three cate-
gorized lists. h Ss were divided into three groupswith each group viewTng a different set of three lists.
No category was repeated in any three-list set. Subjectswere run in sub-groups of ten.

Results--Those Ss demonstrating a high degree of
clusteiiig were separated from those demonstrating a
low degree of clustering on the basis of their per-
formance on the first three trials of List 1. To
maximize the differences in clustering ability between
high and low clustering, three high and three low clus-
terers were chosen from each of the six sub-groups.

The difference in recall for high and low cluster-
ers was clear, consistent, and reliable. To take List
1 as an example, high clusterers averaged 16.6, 23.2,
and 25.9 items on Trials 1, 2, and 3, respectively
whereas low clusterers averaged 13.2, 18.7, and 20.3
items on those three successive trials.

Discussion--The results of this experiment clearly
indicate a difference in mean recall for high and low
clusterers with high clusterers recalling more than low
clusterers. While these results do not demonstrate
that changes in degree of clustering would produce cor-
responding changes in recall, they are nonetheless con-
sistent with the view that clustering seems to provide
no exception to the general finding that organization
aids recall.

Experiment Learnin tc cluster

The-term "learning to -learn has been applied to
the obbervation that performance improves over successive
tasks whichiare.similar in nature.:Since:organizationaids- recall and4ntralist organization increases with
pradtide-ult_seensreasonable.-ta-hypothesizethat''
learningtorlearn:effectt-mayreflectf at least in part
the increasing ability-pf_Stoorganize .the-Jaatarial
for r call. That is; one .of -the task -reguirentntsis
that-S-learn' how-to organiZethe.-material--at- and./ and
once this has been.accomplished,positivetransfer
effects-May aCorue,to:subsequent.tasks of similar-nature.
Ih categorized word listsi increased organization' is
apparently,reflected- by increased. clustering Thus,
several experiments were analyzed to-determine.whether
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Ss learn how to cluster categorized word lists. Since the
results were identical in all cases, only one experiment
is reported here.

Method and results--Sixty Ss participated in this ex-
periment which was identical in all respects to the experi-
ment reported above.

The mean ARC (clustering) scores for each trial of
List I were .49, .65, and .71 while the mean ARC scores for
each trial of List 2 were .70, .83, and .82. The compar-
able scores for List 3 were .75, .80/ and .87. The trial-
by-trial increase from List 1 to List 2 was clear and re-
liable.

Discussion- -The data_unembiguouslydemonstrate that
Sc learn to cluster over successive -categOrized word list6.
The results show that learning to cluster occurs -and is
essentially complete after-multiple -trials-on a single-
categorized list.

Experiment III: Inter-response times
in categorized lf-Sts

One intriguing possibility is that degree of cluster-
ing reflects the efficiency of the search through memory
rather than the degree of organization in memory. Thus,
the learning-to-cluster effect demonstrated above may
represent an increase in rate of memory search with no
corresponding change in recall. If such is the case,
the more rapid memory search should be reflected in more
rapid outputi.e., the increase in clustering should be
mirrored by a decrease in inter-response times. The ex-
periment described here was performed to test that
hypothesis.

Method and results-- Thirty Ss participated in the
experiment. Each S was given three trials on each of
three lists containing 48 words divided into four obvious
categories. Three different sets of three lists were
used with an equal number of Ss learning each set. Re-call was oral,.rather than written, and was tape-recorded.
The tapes, together with a voice-key and appropriate re-
cording apparatus, were then used to record the inter-
response times (IRT's) in recall.

Analyses of the IRT's showed that within-category
IRT's did not change over trials and lists but between-
category IRT's did change. Specifically, the mean IRT
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between-categories was 2.5, 4.3, and 6.0 for Trials
1, 2, and 31 respectively, of the first list and 6.8,
8.3, and 7.0 for the comparable trials of the second
list.

Discussion--Although IRT's changed over lists
they dhanged Cri. a way different from that which we had
predicted. Within-category IRTis did not change (as
predicted) but between-category IRT's did change.
Interestingly enough, the change in. between-category
IRT's can also be interpreted as reflecting increased
efficiency of the search rather than degree of organ-
ization in memory. Our tentative interpretation is
that the increase in response latency between cate-
gories represents an increase in the post-item la-
tency used as a criterion to exit one category and
go to another. In other words, the S is conducting
a more exhaustive search of one category before
going to another. Obviously, such a strategy would
result in greater' clustering.

Experiment IV: Reduction of repeated-
category, Interference Lay

exem 10EFFrOLTAFEEZ

We began this line of research by establishing
that we could readily produce substantial proactive
interference by repeating categories, but not exem-
plars, in successive lists (e.g., Thompson & Poling,
1969). Having verified that fact, we directed our
research efforts toward manipulations which might
overcome or minimize repeated-category interference.
We have made the assumption that encoding in memory
involves "tagging" of attributes and that retrieval
from memory involves a search through or for these
tagged attributes.

This experiment originated from the observation
that the usual practice is to use common (i.e., high-
frequency) words in free recall tasks. It may be that
Ss use this fact to restrict their search set. If
such is the case, it follows that interference should
be maximum when a repeated category is represented in
both lists by common (or uncommon) examples of the
category. However, if common items are used to repre-
sent the category in one list and uncommon items are
used for that purpose in the other list, proactive
interference should be sharply reduced.
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Method--Sixty-four Ss served in this experiment. Each
S receivedtwo successive lists with all categories repeat-
ed and the categories arranged so that each S received the
four possible interlist within-category sequences of high
(H) and low (L) word frequencies (i.e., HH, HL, LH, LL).
Half the Ss had one trial on the first list and half the
Ss had three trials on the first list. All Ss had three
Trials on the second list.

Results--The mean per-category recall for the second
list is presented in Table 1. separately for Ss having I
and 3 practice trials on the first list. Firgt-list
recall for high-frequency ad low-frequency words is also
presented for comparison. Since second-list performance
is averaged over 3 trials, only .data from Ss having 3
trials on the first list is presented for comparison.

There are several c parisons of interest. First,
performance on second-list high-frequeney words (condi-
tions HH and LH) was clearly superior to performance on
low-frequency words (conditions LL and HL). Second, in-
creased practice on first-list members had no effect on
second-list recall if the members were high-frequency
words (conditions HH and HL) but had a facilitatory ef-
fect on second-list recall if the members were low-
frequency members (reliable only in condition LL).
Third, proactive interference produced an app_ arent
decrement in second-list recall (relative to comparable
first-list recall in condition LL with one first-list
trial. No comparable effect occurred for condition
HH. The point is that, when the first list was not
well-learned, the LL condition actually appeared to
produce more interference than the HH condition.
Four, the recall data show that conditions HL and LH
tended to produce "release from proactive interference"
with condition HL poseibly more effective in that re-
spect than condition LH.

Discussion--The important data for our prediction
were those shoWitng that changing the word frequency
from list to list eliminated or, at least, greatly
reduced proactive interference in the repeated-category
paradigm. Thus, it seems ,likely that Ss do use word
frequency to restrict their search in memory when such
restriction is appropriate.
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Experiment V: Reduction of repeated-categoryinterTerecate orization

If the category being repeated in successive lists is
animals, then it seems reasonable to assume that proactive
interference could be reduced by presenting one kind of
animal (e.g., wild) in the first list and another kind
(e.g., domestic) in the second. Separation into subsets
of this sort should have the same beneficial effect on
proactive interference as the separation into common and
uncommon words in the previous experiment. A substantial
reduction in interference should result from complete
separation by kind with the magnitude of the reduction
dropping sharply as some words from both subsets are
included in both lists. The present experiment was con-
ducted to test that hypothesis.

Method--Forty Ss participated in this experiment
and eia--learned Ewo four-category lists. The same
categorieg. were Used in both lists, but the 20 words
in each category could be divided into two subcategories.
Each of the categories presented in the first list repre-
sented a combination of items from both subcategories.
The first-list combinations ranged from a set in which
both subcategories were equally represented to a set in
which only one subcategory appeared. Specifically,
the four combinations represented in the first list
contained 0 and 10/ 1 and 9, 3 and 7, and 5 and 5 items
from the two subcategories, respectively. (Hereafter,
these will be designated as the 0, 1, 3, and 5 condi-
tions, respectively.) The remaining items from each
category were presented in the second list.

Results and discussion--Per-category recall on the
seconaMEWas 47g7----C3,S.9, and 4.0 for the 0, 11 3,and 5 conditions, respectively. As can be seen, the re-
sults were in the expected direction with the condition
with complete separation of the two subsets (condition
0) having shown the best second-list performance and the
condition with complete overlap of the two subsets (con-
dition 5) having shown the worst second-list performance.The conditions by list interaction was not significant,
however, and the data can ,only be viewed as suggestive.It .should be noted that there is an overall reliable dif-
ference between conditions. The results/ then, can be
viewed as marginal support for the original hypothesis.



eriment VI: Effect of adj?ctival modificationon repeatia-oategory interferen

Several authors have proposed that attributes ofwords constitute the crucial information used for thestorage and retrieval of words in memory. Given thisview, common attributes shared by members of a categorymay provide retrieval routes to the items within eachcategory in a single categorized list. While cate-gorization of a single list facilitates recall, repe-tition of categories in successive lists produces sub-stantial interference. Here, the overlapping character-istics common to the words in each of the two lists makesthe items difficult to distinguish from one another andleads to slower learning of the second list relative toa list with no categorical overlap. If this analysisis correct, then it can be tested by altering the sa7liency of the attributes common to the words of acategory.

In this experiment, words were modified (and, pre-sumably, also the saliency of the attributes associatedwith the words) by the use of adjectives. Words in thelist were either modified with a specific modifier(meaning that the adjective was appropriate for onlyone word in the list) or with a class modifier (meaningthat the adjective could modify any word in the cate-gory). The hypothesis was that specific modifierswould tend to increase the salience of attributes notcommon to the other members of the category and would,therefore, decrease proactive intcrference. On theother hand, class modifiers should have the oppositeeffect since they would increase the salience of attri-butes common te members of the category.

Method--A total of 168 Ss participated in the experi-ment.Tness were divided into six groups of 21 Ss each.The six groUps represent the repeated-category anff control (nonrepeated-category) conditions used with each ofthree types pf adjectival modification: nouns alone (nomodification), specific modification, and class modifi-mation. (Note that, owing to a bad sample in the origi-nal assignment, the number of Ss in the nouns alone con-ditions was doubled.) All received three trialson each of two categorized lists with, of course, thecategories repeated on the second list for the experi-mental (repeated-category) conditions.

21



Ressits--The results are -summarized in Figure 5 whichpreser-triae mean correct noun recall on each trial ofeach list for each condition. As can be seen, the usualproactive interference waif found in the nouns alone con-ditions (right-hand panel) and in the class-modificationconditions (center panel) but the introduction of specificmodification eliminated the interference effect (left-handpanel). Additional analyses demonstrated that the magni-tude of the interference effect was comparable in theclass modification and nouns alone conditions. Further,adjective recall was identical for the experimental andcontrol conditions within the class modification andspecific modification manipulations.
Discussion--The critical result is the eliminationof interference through specific modification. It isclear that altering the salient attributes of a wordcan eliminate interference and it seems reasonable toassume that the word is being encoded differently thanit would be without specific adjectival modification.Class modification, on the other hand, had no effect.Although it seems, intuitively astonishing that (e.g.)"striped tiger" would produce less interference than"furry tiger"--that result is completely predictablefrom an attribute "tagging" theoretical viewpoint.
Experiment VII: Relationship between iorityprWaTil ft -of recall--

This experiment was actually performed prior toreceipt of this grant but written under the auspicesof the grant. It is described last because it does notfit the research program undertaken during the grantperiod. The experiment stemmed from the considerableinterest in the relationship between output order infree recall and item "strength." Previous attempts tospecify this relationship had-led to different conclu-sions depending on whether attention was focused ondegree of learning or input location as the factorinfluencing item strength. We simply pointed out thatboth should be considered and performed an experimentaccordingly.
Method--Two groups of Ss learned either a single-word (SW) or paired-associare (PA) list. In the PAcondition, 19 Ss were tested simultaneously using amodified version of the recall method. Each trial c n-sisted first of the successive presentation of 20 pairsof high meaningful words, followed by a recall test
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during which Ss were asked to write down as many of the
pairs as they Could remember. Each pair was presented
visually for 4 sec.', with 2.5 min. allowed for recall.
A 30-sec. unfilled interval was maintained between the
presentation and recall portion of each trial. All Ss
practiced the list for 10 trials with a different oraer
of presentatiOn used on each trial. In the SW condition,
the procedure was identical to that used with the PA list
except that items-.were presented at a 2-sec. rate and a
different order of presentation was used with each of_four
subgroups of five Ss each. The 30 nigh-frequency words
compromising the SW list were selected to be unrelated t
one another.

Results--The data were recorded as a joint function
of item strength (i.e., items previously recalled vs.
items not previously recalled) and input location (i.e.,
from end, middle, or beginning positions). In both con-
ditions, the relationship between probability of recall
and priority of recall was curvilinear--that is, inter-
mediate strength items tended to be output first with
strong items given next and very weak items (and errors)
given last.

DiscussionWe interpreted this output order as repre-
senting a "'minimal-interference" strategy on the part-of
the suhjeots; That is,'Ss seem to put out first-items
which are-_relativJiy- weak -- so- that-they do not lose those
items through output interference then-Ss emit strong
items and, -finally, Ss emit (or guess ate) the weakest
items.

Note:- No-other-experiments will .be reported in the
body of the report. Those experiments which produced
negative results are briefly summarized in the appendix.
This organization reflects the accepted vier that nega-
tive resultsrarely contribute anything to a field-and,
in this case, would clearly break up the flair of the
narrative

Conclusions

Please note that the conclusions regardin the experi-
ments in primary memory were presented in the primary
memory section of this report. The major results of our
research in secondary memory may be summarized as follows:

1. Clustering and recall are positively correlated.
This result is to be expected if clustering, reflects a
search process in memory and indeed, Ss showing a high
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degree of clustering recall reliably better than Ssshowing a low degree of clustering (Thompson, Harnrin,Roenker, 1972). This runs counter to some data pre-sented by Puff (1970) but his measurement procedure_appears to be less sensitive than that used byThompson, et al.

2. The presumed relaticnship between degree ofclustering and exemplar frequency (as defined by cul-tural-norms) is probably a measurement artifact. Inhis review of the clustering literature, Shuell (1969)notes that several .studies.have Shownbetter.recall andbetter clustering for high-frequency words than for
low-frequency-words. But an examination of these
studies shows that..the authors uSed'either the numberof category repetitions Or:Bousfield's. (1953) ratioof repetition-(RR) as an index-of clustering in re-call. Both measures can be shown to increase as re-call increases. The ARC. measure does not have thatproperty. In a study involving high and low frequencyexemplars, we found better recall,- but not better clus-tering,. for highfrequency .exemplars.

3. Ss learn to cluster .(Thompson & Roenker, 1971).If there-issome.sort of search through memory duringrecall, it seems -likely _that Ss must learn how to
organize the material presentUdto them and that this
"learningto-organize"-wouldbe an important componentin-the learning-to-learn-effect.- Our data show thatthe "learning-tdclustereffect is-truly impressive.With three-trialson-each of two lists,_ clustering onthe first trial for the list is 'equivalent to-that found On_thdthird trial-for the first -list. -How-ever, the.sharp-increasa in_first7trial -clustering is
not-accompanied-by:4'correspondingincrease in recall.

4. Repeating categories, but:not-categoryexem-plars,- ,produces.-substantial- proactive-interference. -This -hasrbeendeMonstrated1.-in a number of experiments
(e.g.,_Shuellr-1969:::_Thomptonolingl.1969)--andwe.-

-have-never-failedt0:replidatethis Strong..effect.-

interference_-5. _Repeatedoat2gory. t can be mini-.
mizedthroughaUbcategeriZation or adjectivalfication ofcategoryeXemplars'.

a. ubcategorization. It may be that re-peated-catego interference is analogous to theinterference produced in an A- A-C transfer
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paradigm. That is, the search through the category
(A) during recall produces both appropriate (C) and
Inappropriate (B) items. The inappropriate words inter-
ere with recall of the appropriate words. We assumed
that this interference would be reduced if the appro-
priate items could be distinguished in some manner other
than recency of presentation. Subcategorization seemed
an obvious way to distinguish two sets of words from
the same superordinate category. We used a strong test
of the subcategorization effect with Ss not informed of
the relationship present in successive lists. In sepa-
rate experiments, repeated-category exemplars were sub-
categorized on the basis of exemplar frequency and kind
(e.g., wild vs. domestic animals) with different sub-
categories appearing in successive lists. Subcate-
gorization by kind produced the expected reduction in
proactive interference (Fl) but the effect was not
statistically reliable. On the other hand, subcate-
gorization by exemplar frequency produced a substan-
tial reduction in PI. The pattern of results in the
latter study is of interest because it differs from
the predictions generated by the hypothesis that items
in recall are retrieved on the basis of pre-established
inter-item associative networks. For example, cate-
gorical intrusions given to both high-frequency (H)
and low-frequency (L) lists tend to be high-frequency
words (Cofer, Bruce, & Reicher, 1966). From these
and other data, the inter-item association hypothesis
would predict that an HL sequence (i.e., first list H,
second list L) would produce more PI than an LL se-
quence. Our data show that this is clearly not the
case. This result represents a small portion of the
data that have led us to conceptualize the search in
memory as an active process which is not primarily de-
pendent on already-established associations for its
action.

b. Adjectival modification. The function of
the adjective in language is. to restrict the meanings
which can be assigned to a noun. Adjectival modifica-
tion effects recall (e.g., Gonzales & Cofer, 1959) and
we reasoned that it would influence both the learning-
to-learn effect and P1. Specifically, we predicted that
modification of category exemplars by adjectives .which
could appropriately modify only the noun with which
they were paired would produce reduced learning-to-
learn and also reduce PI. On the other hand, the use
of general modifiers (such as colors for the category
of clothing) would lead' to improved learning-to-learn



and increase PI. Specific modification had the pre-
dicted effect whereas the magnitude of PI and the
learning-to-learn effect do not differ for the general
modification and nouns-alone conditions.

6. Reduction of category size through subcate-
gorization improves recall. One of the subcategoriza-
tion experiments allowed comparison of recall for the
same words appearing in the (entire) category and in a
subcategory. Better recall occurred-in the subcate-
gorization condition. 'These data are consistent with
other-evidence (e.g., Craik, 1968) suggesting that a re-
duction-In category size will result in improved recall.

7. Learning-to-Cluster may represent an increase
in search-efficiency- rather than an increase in or

in memory. Investigation. of t inter-response
times (IRT's)_ in-recall demonstrated 7..,Aat between-
category respOnse times increased in a manner exactly
paralleling the increase in clustering over trials and
lists. The Preferred interpretation is that Ss in-
-crease the post -item latency used as a criterion to
exit from a category and thereby increase category
clustering.

8. The relationship between output order of items
and probability of recall of items-must take into ac-
count both the "strength" -of the item-and its position
in input.- When both are considered, there is a-curvi-
linear relationship between-output.order and proba--
bility of recall- with .items of-intermediate "strength"
recalled .first- (Brown & ThompS0n,. 1971).

These.results demonstrate-that research using the
free recall-paradigm-hat been quite effective in the
examination-of the --role of_Organizational.processes
in memory.- -Such research--sh-ouldcontinue..tomakean
.important contribution -to our-understandift .of -human
thought processes.-
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Appendix

The studies reported herein are those which pro-
duced negative results or were terminated for somereason Since they made no significant contribution
to the research program, they are summarized verybriefly below.

Ex eriment 1. Effect of adjectival modification
on reams and req2nition

If items-are encoded-in-memory throUgh "tagging
of attributes, then it should be possible to change
the effectiveness of repeating an-item in-a single
list by changing the adjective which modifies-that
item. In a series of four experiments (all of which
were highly similar), we modified the "meaning" of.
repeatediterns in a list by using either (a) differ-
ent adjectives giving the same meaning to the noun,
(b) the same adjective, or (c) different- adjectives
giving. different meanings to the noun. The differ-
ences observed in the results were minimal andi in
some cases, not replicable so this line of research
was abandoned._

Experiment Effect of prior praFtice.
on interference in cate orized listsa=paal

Initial results .suggesteclthat repeated cate-.
gories-produced.-more-interference_.when the subject
had practice:on-a-series of-lists-with-ho repeated
categories than when he had no such practice.--- An ex-
periment was designed to investigate this potential
effedt and the results did not confirm the
observationS. Since theoutcoMe-seemed of minor
theoretical importance, the investigation was termi.-
nated.

Experiment III: Category. size and
proaarve interference

One of the implications of a memory search theory
is that restricting the "area" of the, search should
produce better recall and fewer intrusions. In addi-tion, a restricted search set should be less subject
to proactive interference. A couple of experiments
intended to substantiate these hypotheses produced
no conclusive evidence for the hypotheses and this
line of research was also discontinued.
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EReriment IV: EqFpu2lE amnesia
in free recall

Earlier research has shown that in serial lists con-
taining a high priority ..event (HPE), recall and recogni-
tion of adjecent items,l.s retarded. In recall, the decre
ment is symmetrical about the HPE, but in recognition the
effect -is asymmetrical. This asymmetrical effect in
recognition may be due to_a'cueing of subsequent items
by the HPE. An experiment to test this hypothesis was
performed but the results were inconclusive. Since this
was notan.integral:part of our research program, no
additional research was performed on this problem.

EEE1L Whc1eto prt lear121112

1117agEgigli6is

Prior research has. hown that the learning of a. por-
tion Of a .list is retarded when preceded by limited prac-
tice on the whole list., We hypothesized that this decre-
ment in recall performance may be due to an indorporatton

.

of unlearned items into the organizational sdheme of the
list when the wholelist.is prestnti A study testing
this hypothesis was performed and failed to confirm the
hypothesis. However, there were methodological problems
with the design of the experiment. the role of
organization in the-whOle-tO7part phenomenm.hasimpor-
tant implications for our theoretical view, further
research may be performed:onthis problem in the future.


